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Abstract
In this paper, we establish the error estimates for the generalized hybrid 'nite element/'nite volume methods
we have introduced in our earlier work (J. Comput. Appl. Math. 139 (2002) 323; Comm. Appl. Anal. 5(1)
(2001) 91). These estimates are obtained for linear hyperbolic and convection-dominated convection-di4usion
problems. Our analysis is performed for general mesh of a bounded polygonal domain of Rn satisfying the
minimum angle condition. Our errors estimates are new and represent signi'cant improvements over the
previously known error estimates established for the streamline di4usion and discontinuous Galerkin methods
applied to hyperbolic and convection dominated problems (Math. Comp. 46 (1986) 1; Comput. Methods
Appl. Mech. Eng. 45 (1984) 285; in: C. de Boor (Ed.), Mathematical Aspects of Finite Elements in Partial
Di4erential Equations, Academic Press, New York, 1974).
c© 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we establish the error estimates for the generalized hybrid 'nite element/'nite volume
methods applied to linear hyperbolic and convection-dominated convection-di4usion problems. This
generalized hybrid method introduced by the author in [13,14] corresponds to a slight modi'cation
of the original hybrid 'nite element/'nite volume methods. The later is introduced in [2], it was
studied by many authors; see for example [1,4,5]. The model problem for constant viscosity can be
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written as{−Eu+ div(u) = f in ;
u= g on ;
(1)
where  is a bounded polygonal domain in Rn and  = 9 its boundary. The convection term ,
which corresponds in fact to the convection di4usion ratio, is assumed to be smooth. The solution u
of this problem may present discontinuities even for smooth data f and g [15]. For smooth data this
solution may develop a boundary layer but not a discontinuity. This latter situation leads to numerical
diHculties. Moreover in the hyperbolic limit case, where the boundary data are only prescribed on
the inIow boundary −={x∈: n(x)(x)¡ 0}, if g is discontinuous at some point x0, the solution
u will be discontinuous along the characteristic curve through x0.
A class of 'nite element methods for the hyperbolic problem, with appropriate boundary conditions
is the hybrid 'nite element/'nite volume method introduced in [2] to circumvent the drawbacks of
the discontinuous Galerkin 'nite element methods introduced in [9]. In this paper we shall study the
generalized hybrid 'nite element/'nite volume methods introduced by the author in [13,14]. This
method di4ers from the original one proposed for the time dependent problem in [2] only in that
it replaces an evaluation of the interpolant in the convective term by a volume integral average.
The main feature of this discretization scheme is to use the standard 'nite element method for the
second-order di4usive terms of the equations and a 'nite volume Galerkin type method for the
'rst-order convective terms of the equations. For real world problems the hybrid scheme was shown
to be very e4ective [6,10–12].
The mathematical analysis of the generalized hybrid 'nite element/'nite volume methods started
in [13,14] where the author established the stability and convergence properties of these methods.
We shall provide in this study the error estimates for such approximations. The results of this paper
lead to error estimates which represent signi'cant improvements over the error estimates previously
obtained for the streamline di4usion and discontinuous Galerkin methods [7–9].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the generalized hybdrid scheme and
we introduce our notations. In Section 3 we recall results from our previous study and which will
be needed for the present study. In Section 4, we establish the error estimates for the hyperbolic
case. Finally in Section 5, we develop the error estimates for the convection-dominated case.
2. The nite element/nite volume method
Let {Th} be a family of triangulations Th = {T} of the domain  into n-simplices. Let
Vh = {vh: L → R; vh|T ∈P1(T ) and vh ∈C0( L)}
be the 'nite element space associated with this triangulation. Pk denotes the space of all polynomials
in x1; : : : ; xn of degree 6 k and Cmc (A) denotes the space of functions m times continuously di4er-
entiable on A (subset of Rn) and whose support is a compact subset of A. For such 'nite elements
there is a canonical choice of basis functions i, i=1; : : : ; M such that i(Pj)= ij; where M is the
dimension of the space Vh, ij are the kronecker symbols, and Pi, i=1; : : : ; M , are the nodes of this
triangulation. It is clear that this triangulation de'nes a family of aHne equivalent 'nite elements.
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Fig. 1.
At each node Pi, we associate a control volume Ci. To de'ne Ci, we consider 'rst the case n=2.
In this case our 2-simplices T are simply triangles and the cell Ci corresponds to the union of the
subtriangles resulting from the subdivision by means of the medians of each triangle of Th that is
connected to Pi (see Fig. 1 for an illustration). They satisfy L=∪ LCi. In the case n=3 each 3-simplex,
say Si, that is connected to Pi has three faces F1–F3 wich are connected to Pi; they are ordered in
such a way that F1 and F2 (respectively F2 and F3, F3 and F1) have a common side. Each of these
faces is a triangle that is connected to Pi. We then consider for each face, say, F1 (similar reasoning
will apply for F2 and F3) the subtriangles T11 and T12 resulting from the subdivision by means of
the medians of F1. T11 is of vertices Pi, Pic, and Pim where Pim is the midpoint of the common side
to F1 and F2 and Pic is the barycentre of the face F1 and T12 is of vertices Pi, Pin and Pic where
Pin is the midpoint of the common side to F1 and F3. Similarly, for F2 we consider the subtriangles
T21 and T22 resulting from the subdivision by means of the medians of F2. T21 is of vertices Pi,
Pic1, and Pim where Pic1 is the barycentre of the face F2 and T22 is of vertices Pi, Pin1 and Pic1 where
Pin1 is the midpoint of the common side to F2 and F3. To the subtriangle TF1F2 of vertices Pim, Pic
and Pig (Pig corresponds to the barycentre of the 3-simplex Si) we associate a sub-3-simplex Si11 of
vertices Pi, Pim, Pic and Pig. and similarly we associate to the subtriangle of vertices of vertices Pin,
Pic and Pig a sub-3-simplex Si12 of vertices Pi, Pin, Pic and Pig. Similar geometrical decompositions
of the other faces F2 and F3 yield four other sub-3-simplices. The union of the six sub-3-simplices
yields the contribution of the 3-simplex Si to the cell volume Ci. The cell volume Ci corresponds
then to the union of the sub-3-simplices resulting from similar decompositions of all 3-simplices that
are connected to the node Pi.
The boundary of Ci is denoted by 9Ci and the outward normal unit vector to 9Ci is denoted by n.
These cells satisfy: LCi ∩ LCj = {x: x∈ 9Ci and x∈ 9Cj}= {x: x∈ 9Cij and x∈ 9Cji}. In this de'nition,
9Cij is such that
⋃
j∈Ki 9Cij = 9Ci, with Ki denoting the set of nodes neighbouring Pi.
The main feature of the hybrid 'nite element/'nite volume method is to use 'nite element methods
for the second-order di4usive terms of the equation, and 'nite volume methods for the 'rst-order
convective terms of the equation.
Associated with the di4usive terms of (1), we de'ne a bilinear form
a(u; v) =
∫

∇u∇v dx
for any u; v∈Vh. We next introduce a bilinear form associated with the convective terms of (1) and
we set
bc(u; v) = a(u; v) +
∫

v∇ · (u) dx:
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Let Wm;p() denotes the Sobolev space consisting, for any integer m¿ 0, and any number p sat-
isfying 16p6∞, of the functions v∈Lp() for which all partial derivatives 9#v=9x#11 9x#22 · · · 9x#nn
(in the distribution sense) with |#|6m belong to the space Lp() with |#|=#1 +#2 + · · ·+#n. This
space is equipped with the norm
‖v‖m;p; =

∑
|#|6m
∫

∣∣∣∣ 9#v9x#11 9x#22 · · · 9x#nn
∣∣∣∣
p
dx


1=p
if 16p¡∞;
‖v‖m;∞; = max|#|6m
{
ess · sup
x∈
∣∣∣∣ 9#v9x#11 9x#22 · · · 9x#nn
∣∣∣∣
}
if p=∞:
We shall also use the semi-norms
|v|m;p; =

∑
|#|=m
∫

∣∣∣∣ 9#v9x#11 9x#22 · · · 9x#nn
∣∣∣∣
p
dx


1=p
if 16p¡∞;
|v|m;∞; = max|#|=m
{
ess · sup
x∈
∣∣∣∣ 9#v9x#11 9x#22 · · · 9x#nn
∣∣∣∣
}
if p=∞
and the notations
‖v‖s;′ = ‖v‖s;2;′ (whenever the domain ′ di4ers from the domain )
|v|s = |v|s;2;
|v|s;′ = |v|s;2;′ (whenever the domain ′ di4ers from the domain ):
We will also make use of the following relation which is obtained by applying the Green’s formula∫

vw dx = 〈v; w〉 −
∫

vw dx −
∫

vw div  dx; (2)
where we have used the following notations
v =  · ∇v;
〈v; w〉=
∫

vw · n d'; 〈v; w〉− =
∫
−
vw · n d'; 〈v; w〉+ =
∫
+
vw · n d';
where − = {x∈:  · n(x)¡ 0} and + =  \ −.
Above, n denotes the unit exterior normal vector to . We shall assume that the triangulations
Th = {T} satisfy: There exists a constant '1 ¿ 0 such that
∀T ∈
⋃
h
Th;
hT
)T
6 '1
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and
h=max
T∈Th
hT
approaches zero.
We will also use the inverse inequality which is obtained under the additional assumption:
∀T ∈
⋃
h
Th;
h
hT
6 '2;
where, hT denotes the diameter of the triangle T , and '2 ¿ 0. Notice that this condition is by no
means a restrictive condition in practice. The inverse inequality corresponds then to the following
relation:
‖v‖s6 Ch ‖v‖s−1 ∀vh ∈Vh; for s integer ¿ 1: (3)
We also need the following standard interpolation error estimate [3]: There exists a constant C
independent of h such that
‖v− *hv‖m;′6Chk+1−m|v|k+1;′ m= 0; 1 ∀v∈Hk+1(′); (4)
where *hv is the Vh-interpolant of v.
Throughout this paper, C and c with or without subscripts, denote generic, strictly positive con-
stants unless otherwise stated. They are independent of the mesh parameters h, which is intro-
duced above, the solution u, and the data f and g. We assume that the velocity 'eld  satis'es:
∈H 2()∩L∞(); div ∈L∞(). Since n¡ 4 it follows from the Sobolev’s imbedding theorems
that ∈C0( L).
Let v∈Vh, v can be written as v(x) =
∑
v(Pi)i(x). We then introduce
,(v) =
∑
Lv(Pi),i(x);
where ,i(x) is the characteristic function of the volume Ci, and the operator L is de'ned by
Lv(Pi) =
1
|Ci|
∫
Ci
v(x) dx;
where |Ci| denotes the volume of the cell Ci. We then de'ne an approximation to the convective
term by setting∫

v∇ · (u) dx ≈
∫

,(v)∇ · (u) dx
for u; v∈Vh. Using Green’s formula, the right-hand side of the above formula can be written as∑
i
Lv(Pi)
∫
Ci
∇ · (u) =
∑
i
Lv(Pi)
∫
9Ci
u · n d' =
∑
i
Lv(Pi)
∑
j∈Ki
∫
9Cij
u · nij d' (5)
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where, n is the unit exterior normal vector to 9Ci and nij is its restriction to 9Cij. We then de'ne
P−ij =


Pi if
∫
9Cij
 · nij d'¿ 0;
Pj otherwise:
We now de'ne an upwinded bilinear form associated with the convective terms of (1), for u; v∈Vh,
(u; v) =
∑
i
Lv(Pi)

∑
j∈Ki
Lu(P−ij )
∫
9Cij
 · nij d'

 :
We then set b(u; v) = a(u; v) + (u; v). The generalized hybrid 'nite element/'nite volume approxi-
mation of the problem reads as follows: Find u∈Vh, such that
b(u; v) = (f; v) (6)
for v∈Vh. We observe that P−ij = P−ji .
3. Basic analysis
In this section, we shall give basic results that are needed for the establishments of the error
estimates of the method introduced in Section 1. Their proofs are given in [13]. We start by giving
an estimate of the upwinding approximation to the convective term introduced in Section 1.
I ′E(u; v) =
∫

v∇ · (u) dx − (u; v): (7)
Theorem 3.1. There exists a constant C such that we have
|I ′E(u; v)|6Ch‖u‖1|v|1 ∀u; v∈H 1():
Remark 1. For  constant we have: There exists a constant C such that we have
|I ′E(u; v)|6Ch|u|1|v|1; ∀u; v∈H 1():
The bilinear form bc and the upwinding approximation operator I ′E satisfy the following relation.
Proposition 3.1. The bilinear form bc and the upwinding approximation operator satisfy
bc(eh; vh) =−I ′E(uh; vh); ∀vh ∈Vh; (8)
where eh=u−uh, is the di3erence between the solution to the continuous problem and the discrete
problem.
Remark 2. In the presence of di4usive terms we assume without loss of generality that g=0 on .
In the absence of these di4usive terms the proposition remains valid for such problems (see [13]).
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4. Hyperbolic case
We shall establish in this section the error estimates for the approximation of the hyperbolic
problem{
div(u) = f in ;
u= g on −
(9)
by the generalized hybrid method introduced in Section 2. We shall assume that the velocity 'eld
 is constant. Let b1 = b1()¿ 0 be such that | · x|¡b1 ∀x∈. Let  0(x) = e−1(·x−b); ∀x∈,
with 1¿ 0, and consider the weight function  =  0=‖ 0‖∞. Let b2 = b2()¿ 0 be such that
|∑ xi|¡b2 ∀x∈. Consider ’(x) = eh(∑ xi+b2); ∀x∈. The functions  and ’ satisfy
9 
9xi
=−1i ;
92 
9xi9xj
= 12ij ;
  =−1||2 ; (10)
9’
9xi
= h’; (11)
92’
9xi9xj
= h2’: (12)
Let uh be the solution of the discrete problem corresponding to the approximation of the hyperbolic
problem (9) by the hybrid scheme introduced in Section 2. Let eh = u − uh denote the di4erence
between the solution to the continuous problem and the discrete problem. We have the following
error estimates.
Theorem 4.1. eh satis4es
‖eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + 〈eh; eh〉+6Ch‖u‖21: (13)
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let #¿ 0 be a constant to be precised later. Let V 1h denote the following
'nite element space associated with the triangulation {Th} introduced in Section 2.
V 1h = {vh: L → R; vh|T ∈P0(T ) and vh ∈L2(); T ∈{Th}}:
Let P1h denote the L
2-projection into V 1h . Let Ph denote the L
2-projection into Vh. We have
bc(eh; *h( eh) + #Ph(’P1h(eh)))
=[bc(eh;  eh) + #bc(eh; ’eh)] + bc(eh; *h( eh)−  eh)
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+ #[bc(eh; Ph(’P1h(eh))− ’P1h(eh)) + bc(eh; ’P1h(eh)− ’eh)]
=Q1 + Q2 + Q3: (14)
Estimate of Q1. Using Green’s formula we have
bc(eh;  eh) =
1
2
〈eh;  eh〉 − 12
∫
 e2h: (15)
Hence, we have
Q1 =−12
∫
 e2h +
1
2
〈eh;  eh〉+ #
∫
’e2h: (16)
Estimate of Q2. Using Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, estimate (4), and inverse inequality (3), we ob-
tain ∣∣∣∣
∫
T
eh(*h( eh)−  eh)
∣∣∣∣6 ‖eh‖0; T‖*h( eh)−  eh‖0; T
6Ch2‖eh‖0; T | uh|2; T + Ch‖eh‖0; T | u|1; T
6C( )h2‖eh‖0; T‖uh‖1; T + C( )h‖eh‖0; T‖u‖1; T
6C( )h‖eh‖0; T‖uh‖0; T + C( )h‖eh‖0; T‖u‖1; T
6C( )h(‖eh‖20; T + ‖eh‖20; T + ‖u‖21; T ):
Hence we have
|bc(eh; *h( eh)−  eh)|6C( )h(‖eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + ‖u‖21): (17)
Estimate of Q3. Using the properties of ’ and P1h , we 'rst have
‖Ph(’P1h(eh))− ’P1h(eh)‖0; T 6Ch|’P1h(eh)|1; T
6Ch2‖’P1h(eh)‖0; T
6Ch2‖’‖∞‖P1h(eh)‖0; T
6Ch2‖eh‖0; T :
On the other hand using the properties of P1h , we have for h suHciently small.
‖’P1h(eh)− ’eh‖06 ‖’‖∞‖P1h(eh)− eh‖0
6 12‖eh‖0: (18)
The proof of the above statement is as follows. Clearly, P1h(eh) is not 0 because otherwise eh ≡ 0.
We have
‖P1h(eh)− eh‖0 = ‖P1h(u)− u‖0:
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Since the right-hand side above goes to 0 as h → 0, the left-hand side also goes to 0 as h → 0.
Let )4 denote the standard molli'ers. We have
P1h(eh)− eh =P1h(eh − )4 ? eh) + (P1h()4 ? eh)− )4 ? eh) + ()4 ? eh − eh)
= T1 + T2 + T3; (19)
where ? denotes the convolution product. As 4 goes to 0, T1 and T3 converge to 0. In particular,
we have for 4 small
‖T1‖06 18 ‖eh‖0; (20)
‖T3‖06 18 ‖eh‖0: (21)
For T2 we have
‖T2‖06Ch‖eh‖0: (22)
Estimate (18) results then from combining (19)–(22) and taking 4 and h suHciently small.
Hence we have
|Q3|6 #(Ch2 + 12)‖eh‖20: (23)
Estimate of bc(eh; *h( eh)). For the term bc(eh; *h( eh)) we have using Cauchy–Schwarz
|bc(eh; *h( eh))|6 12 ‖eh‖20 + C‖ eh‖20: (24)
Estimate of bc(eh; Ph(’P1h(eh))). Using Proposition 3.1, Remark 2, Theorem 3.1, Remark 1, and
the inverse inequality (3), we obtain
|bc(eh; Ph(’P1h(eh)))|6Ch|uh|1|Ph(’P1h(eh))|1
6Ch2(h2 + 1)|uh|1‖eh‖0
6Ch(h2 + 1)‖uh‖0‖eh‖0
6Ch(h2 + 1)(‖eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + ‖u‖20): (25)
The second inequality is obtained as follows. We use estimates (4) and the properties of ’, we
then obtain
|Ph(’P1h(eh))|1; T 6 |Ph(’P1h(eh))− ’P1h(eh)|1; T + |’P1h(eh)|1; T
6Ch|’P1h(eh)|2; T + Ch‖eh‖0; T
6Ch(1 + h2)‖eh‖0; T :
Hence, combining (16), (17), (23)–(25), and (14), we obtain
bc(eh;  eh) + #bc(eh; ’eh)
=− 1
2
∫
 e2h +
1
2
〈eh;  eh〉+ #
∫
’e2h
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=bc(eh; *h( eh)) + #bc(eh; Ph(’P1h(eh)))− Q2 − Q3
6C( )h(‖eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20) + C( )h‖u‖21 + #
(
Ch2 +
1
2
)
‖eh‖20
+
1
2
‖eh‖20 + C‖ eh‖20 + C#h(1 + h2)(‖eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + ‖u‖20)
6
∫
[C( )h+ C 2 + C#h(1 + h2)]e2h +
∫
[C( )h+ #
(
1
2
+ Ch2
)
+
1
2
+C#h(1 + h2)]e2h + (C( )h+ C#h(1 + h
2))‖u‖21:
Therefore, we have∫
a(x)e2h +
∫
b(x)e2h +
1
2
〈eh;  eh〉+6 (C( ) + C#(1 + h2))h‖u‖21; (26)
where
a(x) =−1
2
  − C( )h− C 2 − C#h(1 + h2);
b(x) = #’− #+ 1
2
− C( )h− C#h2 − C#h(1 + h2):
Therefore, for # and 1 large and h suHciently small we have a(x)¿a and b(x)¿b, with a and
b positive constants (a¿ 0 and b¿ 0).
Finally, we have
‖eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + 〈eh; eh〉+6Ch‖u‖21: (27)
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 3. Only error estimates of the form
‖eh‖20 + h‖eh‖20 + 〈eh; eh〉+6Ch‖u‖21 (28)
were available in the literature [7–9]. They were obtained for the streamline di4usion and discon-
tinuous Galerkin methods under the assumptions that the mesh is uniform or piecewise uniform.
The result shown here respresents a signi'cant improvement as compared to previous known error
estimates for the methods of approximation to the hyperbolic problem (9). This can be seen by
comparing the term ‖eh‖20 in our estimate to the term h‖eh‖20 in (28).
Remark 4. Our result is obtained for general mesh satisfying the minimum angle condition while
the previously known results were obtained only for uniform or piecewise uniform mesh using other
methods of approximation to the hyperbolic problem (9) [7–9].
5. Convection-dominated convection-di'usion case
We shall establish in this section the error estimates for the hybrid scheme in the case of
convection-dominated problem. This corresponds to the case where the size of the Reynolds 'eld
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, which measures the ratio of the convection term and the di4usion coeHcient, is very large. We
shall assume, as in the previous section, that  is constant.
Let uh be the solution of the discrete problem corresponding to the approximation of the problem
(1) by the hybrid scheme described in Section 2. Let eh = u − uh denote the di4erence between
the solution to the continuous problem and the discrete problem. We have the following error
estimates.
Theorem 5.1. eh satis4es
‖∇eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + ‖eh‖206Ch‖u‖21; (29)
where C is a constant.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let P1h and Ph be the projection operators introduced in Section 4. Let ’
be the function introduced in Section 4. Let b1 = b1()¿ 0 be such that | · x|¡b1 ∀x∈. Let
 be de'ned as follows:  (x) = exp(−1( · x + 2b1)). b1 is also chosen so that e−1b1 ¡ 1=41. The
derivatives of  satisfy the same properties as those given in Section 4. Let #¿ 0 be a constant to
be precised later we have
bc(eh; *h( eh)) + #
∫
div (eh)Ph(’P1h(eh))
=
(∫
div (eh) eh + #
∫
div(eh)’eh
)
+
∫
div(eh)(*h( eh)−  eh)
+ #
[∫
div (eh)(Ph(’P1h(eh))− ’P1h(eh)) +
∫
div (eh)(’P1h(eh)− ’eh)
]
+
∫
∇eh · ∇( eh) +
∫
∇eh · ∇(*h( eh)−  eh)
=Q1 + Q2 + Q3 + Q4 + Q5: (30)
The same arguments as in the hyperbolic case lead to the following estimates
Q1 =−12
∫
 e2h +
1
2
〈eh;  eh〉+ #
∫
’e2h: (31)
Estimate of Q2. Using Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, estimate (4), and inverse inequality (3), we ob-
tain ∣∣∣∣
∫
T
eh(*h( eh)−  eh)
∣∣∣∣6 ‖eh‖0; T‖*h( eh)−  eh‖0; T
6Ch‖eh‖0; T | eh|1; T
6Ch‖eh‖20; T + h| eh|21; T :
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Hence we have
|bc(eh; *h( eh)−  eh)|6Ch‖eh‖20 + h| eh|21: (32)
Estimate of Q3. This term can be estimated as in the hyperbolic case
|Q3| ≤ #(Ch2 + 12)‖eh‖20: (33)
Estimate of Q4. Using the de'nition of  we have
Q4 =
∫
|∇( eh)|2 +
∫
∇((1−  )eh) · ∇( eh)
=
∫
|∇( eh)|2 +
∫
 (1−  )|∇eh|2 − 12
∫
||2 2e2h − 1
∫
(1− 2 ) eheh
¿−12
∫
||2 2e2h −
1
2
∫
 2e2h −
12
2
‖eh‖20 +
∫
|∇( eh)|2 +
∫
 (1−  )|∇eh|2: (34)
Estimate of Q5. We 'rst have
Q5 =
∫
∇eh · ∇(*h( eh)−  eh)
=
∫
∇u · ∇(*h( eh)−  eh)−
∫
∇uh · ∇(*h( eh)−  eh)
=Q51 + Q52:
For the 'rst term we have (using Green’s formula and the boundary conditions of the problem)∫
∇u · ∇(*h( eh)−  eh) =−
∫
Eu(*h( eh)−  eh):
Now using the fact that u is a solution of the problem
−Eu+ div(u) = f in ;
u= g on ;
we obtain
Q51 =
∫
(−div(u) + f)(*h( eh)−  eh):
Using the estimates (4), we obtain
|Q51|6 ‖div(u) + f‖0‖*h( eh)−  eh‖0
6Ch‖div(u) + f‖0| eh|1
6Ch(‖div(u)‖20 + ‖f‖20) +
h
2
| eh|21: (35)
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For the second term we have using the properties of the Vh-interpolant *h
( eh − *h( eh); vh)Vh = 0 ∀vh ∈Vh:
This means that
( eh − *h( eh); vh)L2 + (∇( eh − *h( eh));∇vh)L2 = 0; ∀vh ∈Vh:
This implies that in particular
Q52 =−
∫
∇uh · ∇(*h( eh)−  eh)
=
∫
uh(*h( eh)−  eh): (36)
Hence using estimates (4) we have
|Q52|6 ‖uh‖0‖*h( eh)−  eh‖0
6Ch‖uh‖0| eh|1
6Ch‖uh‖20 +
h
2
| eh|21
6Ch(‖eh‖20 + ‖u‖20) +
h
2
| eh|21: (37)
Combining (35)–(37), we obtain
|Q5|6Ch(‖div(u)‖20 + ‖f‖20) + Ch‖eh‖20 + Ch‖u‖20 + h| eh|21: (38)
Estimate of bc(eh; *h( eh)). Using Proposition (3.1), Theorem 3.1, remark 1, and the estimates (4),
we obtain
|bc(eh; *h( eh))|6Ch|uh|1|*h( eh)|1
6Ch|eh|1|*h( eh)|1 + Ch|u|1|*h( eh)|1
6Ch|eh|1‖ eh‖1 + Ch|u|1‖ eh‖1
6Ch(‖eh‖21 + ‖ eh‖21 + |u|21): (39)
Estimate of #
∫
div(eh)Ph(’P1h(eh)). This term can be written as follows:∫
div (eh)Ph(’P1h(eh)) =−
∫
∇eh · ∇Ph(’P1h(eh)) + bc(eh; Ph(’P1h(eh))): (40)
To estimate the 'rst term we use the same method as in the hyperbolic case and we obtain
|Ph(’P1h(eh))|1; T6Ch(1 + h2)‖eh‖0; T :
Hence we have∣∣∣∣
∫
T
∇eh · ∇Ph(’P1h(eh))
∣∣∣∣6Ch(1 + h2)(‖∇eh‖20; T + ‖eh‖20; T ): (41)
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On the other hand using Proposition (3.1), Theorem 3.1, Remark 1, estimates (4), and inverse
inequality (3), we obtain
|bc(eh; Ph(’P1h(eh)))|6Ch|uh|1|Ph(’P1h(eh))|1
6Ch2(h2 + 1)|uh|1‖eh‖0
6Ch(h2 + 1)‖uh‖0‖eh‖0
6Ch(h2 + 1)(‖uh‖20 + ‖eh‖20): (42)
Combining (40)–(42), we obtain∣∣∣∣
∫
div(eh)Ph(’P1h(eh))
∣∣∣∣6Ch(1 + h2)(‖∇eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + ‖u‖20 + ‖eh‖20): (43)
Final estimate. We shall now conclude. Using (30), we obtain
Q1 + Q4 = bc(eh; *h( eh)) + #
∫
div(eh)Ph(’P1h(eh))− Q2 − Q3 − Q5:
Hence we have
Q1 + Q46 |Q2|+ |Q3|+ |Q5|+ |bc(eh; *h( eh))|+ #
∣∣∣∣
∫
div(uh)Ph(’P1h(eh))
∣∣∣∣ :
Combining now (30)–(34), (38), (39) and (43), we obtain
−1
2
∫
 e2h +
1
2
〈eh;  eh〉+ #
∫
’e2h
+
∫
|∇( eh)|2 +
∫
 (1−  )|∇eh|2 − 12
∫
||2 2e2h −
1
2
‖ eh‖20 −
12
2
‖eh‖20
6Ch‖eh‖20 + h| eh|21
+ #
(
1
2
+ Ch2
)
‖eh‖20
+Ch(‖div(u)‖20 + ‖f‖20) + Ch‖eh‖20 + Ch‖u‖20 + h| eh|21
+Ch(‖eh‖21 + |u|21 + ‖ eh‖21)
+Ch(1 + h2)(‖∇eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + ‖u‖20):
Hence we obtain∫
a(x)e2h +
∫
b(x)e2h +
∫
c(x)|∇eh|2 +
∫
d(x)|∇( eh)|2 + 12〈eh;  eh〉+
6Ch(‖u‖21 + ‖div(u)‖20 + ‖f‖20);
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where
a(x) =−1
2
  − 12 2||2 − 12  
2 − Ch− Ch 2 − Ch(1 + h2);
b(x) = #’− 1
2
2
− Ch− #
(
1
2
+ Ch2
)
− Ch(1 + h2);
c(x) =  (1−  )− Ch(1 + h2);
d(x) = 1− 2h− Ch:
Therefore, for 1 and # large and h suHciently small we have: a(x)¿a, b(x)¿b, c(x)¿c, and
d(x)¿d with a; b; c; and d positive constants (a¿ 0, b¿ 0, c¿ 0, and d¿ 0). Finally, we obtain
‖∇eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + 〈eh; eh〉+6Ch(‖u‖21 + ‖div(u)‖20 + ‖f‖20); (44)
where C is a constant. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 5. In the literature, only error estimates for the convection-dominated problem of the form
‖∇eh‖20 + ‖eh‖20 + h‖eh‖20 + 〈eh; eh〉+6Ch(‖u‖21 + ‖div(u)‖20 + ‖f‖20) (45)
were available.They were obtained for the streamline di4usion and discontinuous Galerkin methods
under the assumptions that the mesh is uniform or piecewise uniform [8].
Remark 6. The results shown here are signi'cant improvements as compared to previous known
error estimates for the methods of approximation to the convection-dominated convection-di4usion
problem studied in this section. This can be seen by comparing the term ‖eh‖20 in our result to the
term h‖eh‖20 in (45).
Remark 7. Our results are obtained for general mesh, as opposed to previously known error esti-
mates which were obtained only for uniform or piecewise uniform mesh using other methods of
approximation to the convection-dominated problem.
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